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Our Promise
Valencia Hardwoods brings you the benefit of Old World craftsmanship through 
validation from craftsmen with over forty years of continuous specific hardwood flooring 
product and installation experience. Valencia Hardwoods will only offer products of the 
highest quality, embracing the latest in technology and market trends, as selected by our 
team of experienced hardwood and flooring design experts.



We Believe 

Every company is responsible to a universal obligation of ethical environmental practices. 
Wood that is not just renewable, but when accompanied by managed forestry 
practices...indefinitely sustainable. 



High Color Variation
Wood is a natural product subject to variations in grain, color, and character. This product may contain naturally 
occurring knots, splits, cracks, mineral streaks and other imperfections that are not considered defects of the 
hardwood floor and instead are simply a part of the character of the natural wood product. Our wood flooring is 
prepared using tannin reactive techniques, smoking, and other finishing processes to highlight the natural beauty 
of the hardwood floor. These techniques may increase the natural color, variation or initiate color change that 
evolves over time. All wood is composed of organic material with variation from tree to tree and board to board 
thus there can be no guarantee that the wood you order will exactly match this sample,. So, we encourage you to 
inspect your flooring material carefully before installation to make sure the product you receive is acceptable. If you 
notice something that is not acceptable, contact your supplier immediately. Claims and returns for appearance 
issues presented after the flooring has been installed will not be accepted on open boxes.



Maintenance & Care
For Urethane Finish Floors we suggest using the following cleaners / products:

• Bona® Hardwood Floor Cleaner 
• Bona® Hardwood Floor Spray Mop

For Oil Finish Floors we suggest using the following cleaners / products 
• Woca® Wood Cleaner 

• Woca® Wood Soap

For more detailed instructions please visit our website at 
www.valenciahardwoods.com/maintenance-guide

Bona® = www.us.bona.com or Woca®= www.wocawoodcare.com





Specifications
Species: 
Construction: 
Finish:  
Installation: 
Thickness: 
Lengths: 
Trim: 
Warranty: 

Various
3-Ply Engineered, Hevea Core, Pine back
5-7 Coats that are UV Cured
Glue, Nail, Staple, Float
9/16” x 7.5“ or 9.5” Wide
96” (RL) – 80% Full Length Boards
Stairnose, Reducer, and T-molds available
Residential- 25 Year Finish / Lifetime Structural 
Commercial- 5 Year Finish / Lifetime Structural 



AMBOSELI



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using special reactive stains which 
naturally change the color of the tannins in 
the wood. Color variation is purposeful. 

AMBOSELI



ANNAPURNA



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This floor design is 
achieved with subtle “bleaching effect” 
reactive stain that results in an almost 
un-finished-look for a light and natural 
environment.

ANNAPURNA



BIARRITZ



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using complex, multi-step, reactive 
stain processes which naturally change the 
color of the wood. Dramatic color variation is 
purposeful.

BIARRITZ



BLACK DIAMOND



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. The floor design is 
achieved using a light wire brush over the 
wide natural color variation of the wood 
muted by a charcoal black-grey stain.

BLACK DIAMOND



BORA BORA



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using complex multi-step reactive 
stains which naturally change the color of the 
tannins in the wood. Color variation is 
purposeful.

BORA BORA



CHEVRONS



FEATURES
Chevron single plank = 14.2 x 120 x 800mm 
(9/16” X 4.72” X 31.5”) 12 pieces per pack 
and 40 packs per pallet.

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. Where standard 
pigment stains take less than 1 hour to 
complete the finished look, reactive processes 
can take between 7-21 days to achieve. These 
complex color processes require strict 
controls only obtainable in acclimatized space 
and using many carefully measured steps to 
achieve a naturally aged appeal.

CHEVRONS



PARAMOUNT PRIME



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This floor color is 
achieved using neutralizing white color to 
obtain a gentle monochromatic pallet while 
remaining a natural look. Utilizing a European 
prime grade of lumber.  

PARAMOUNT PRIME



PARAMOUNT RUSTIC 



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This floor color is 
achieved using neutralizing white color to 
obtain a gentle monochromatic pallet while 
remaining a natural look. Utilizing a rustic 
grade of lumber.  

PARAMOUNT RUSTIC



ROCKY MOUNTAINS



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This floor design is 
achieved with subtle brushing and hand 
distressing then a gentle white hew across the 
wood high-lighting the grain. Color variation 
is purposeful.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS



SMOKED POLOS



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using deeply penetrating smoking 
process which naturally changes the color of 
the wood. Color variation is purposeful.

SMOKED POLOS



TRAVEMUNDE



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using reactive stain processes which 
highlight the naturally occurring color 
variations in the wood for a weathered effect.

TRAVEMUNDE



ULUWATU



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. The color is 
achieved using several complex reactive stain 
processes which naturally change the color of 
the wood. Color variation is purposeful.

ULUWATU



ZAGROS



FEATURES
Long Lengths – 80% of all boards full lengths 
(standard is 72” or 96”) 

25 Year Finish Warranty utilizing Bona Finishes 
that provide a matte sheen and natural look.

COLOR
Reactive staining process – color is created 
from the inside out, not just topically applied 
to the face of the boards. This color is 
achieved using deeply penetrating smoking 
process which naturally changes the color of 
the wood. Color variation is purposeful.

ZAGROS



Molding & Trim
All of our trim pieces and floor stock is 
stocked in Austin, Texas.

Options Include:
T-Molding
Threshold
Base Shoe
Reducer
Stair Nose (5 1/2” & 2 7/8” width)
Custom Stair Parts also available
(Full Length Treads & Risers)

All styles available in 78” lengths
Stair Nose available in 96” lengths

Reducer

T-Molding

ThresholdStair Nose







Specifications
Species: European Oak – AB GRADE
Construction: Engineered – 9 ply Birch
Finish: Hybrid / UV oil / Natural oil
Installation Application: Glue, Nail, Staple, Float
Thickness: 5/8” (16 mm) x 8” OR 9.5” Wide 
Lengths: 96” (RL) – Random Lengths
Trim: Stairnose, Reducer, T-molds, and Threshold made to order
Warranty: Residential - 10 Year Finish / Limited Lifetime Structural 
                    Commercial - 5 Year Finish / Limited Lifetime Structural 
Lead-time: 3-6 Weeks Production Time



ASPHALT BROWN



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

ASPHALT BROWN



BRIGHTON GRAY



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

BRIGHTON GRAY



BROWN COBALT



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

BROWN COBALT



CLAY SOIL BROWN



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

CLAY SOIL BROWN



DANISH GRAY



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

DANISH GRAY



DIABLO



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

DIABLO



HUNGARIAN AMBER



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

HUNGARIAN AMBER



MANGROVE GRAY



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

MANGROVE GRAY



SMOKED PALADIUM



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

SMOKED PALADIUM



SWEDISH BROWN



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

SWEDISH BROWN



TITANIUM STORM



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

TITANIUM STORM



VALETTA SAND



FEATURES
Products are engineered, live sawn, and 
typically made with European White Oak that 
is A/B European Lumber Grade.

All products are hand finished in California by 
a Master Craftsman w/ over 32 years 
experience. The craftsman’s favorite quote,
“Engineered to Perfection”.

NATURAL OIL FINISH
Oil Finish is the leading plant-based, 
environmentally responsible, sustainable, 
nonpolluting, durable wood finish. Products 
utilize a hybrid oil system which gives the 
advantages of a UV Lacquer system’s 
hardness with the appearance of an oil finish 
floor. 

VALETTA SAND



Molding & Trim
All of our fabulous products can be 
special ordered for molding and trim. 

Options Include:
T-Molding
Threshold
Reducer
Stair Nose
Custom Stair Parts also available
(Full Length Treads & Risers)

All styles available in 96” lengths

Reducer

T-Molding

Threshold Stair Nose









All images and information contained herein are protected by copyright. Any unauthorized form of reproduction is prohibited.

901 S. Mopac Expressway
Bldg. 5, Suite100
Austin TX, 78746

1-800-369-9303
www.valenciahardwoods.com
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